Developing prevalence-based prescribing units for analysing variations in general practitioner prescribing: a case study using statins.
To develop regionally specific prevalence-, age- and sex-standardized prescribing units (PASS-PUs) and to relate these to statin prescribing. Cross-sectional. Ninety-four general practitioner (GP) practices within one health authority in the north-west of England. Comparisons between specific therapeutic group age-sex-related prescribing units (STAR-PUs) and PASS-PUs for statin prescribing. STAR-PUs and PASS-PUs were calculated for all GP practices and there was a high degree of correlation (Spearman's rank coefficient 0.88; P < 0.001). Using actual prescribing data for statins for a 12-month period, a statistically significant correlation was found between net ingredient cost per patient and STAR-PUs per patient (Spearman's rank coefficient 0.36; P < 0.01). However, the correlation between average daily quantities per patient and PASS-PUs per patient was not statistically significant. A scatter plot revealed a pattern whereby GP practices with high proportions of patients aged over 75 years exhibited low statin prescribing in relation to the expected prevalence of treated coronary heart disease (CHD) in their patient population. Low weightings for patients aged over 75 years in calculating STAR-PUs lead to a much lower number of prescribing units within GP practice populations when compared with PASS-PUs. Current statin prescribing across GP practices in this study correlates with national prescribing cost patterns (as measured by STAR-PUs) although not with expected prevalence of treated CHD (as measured by PASS-PUs). PASS-PUs reflect prevalence of treated CHD and may therefore be used to monitor and predict GP prescribing arising from the implementation of the National Service Framework targets for CHD. In addition, PASS-PUs maybe derived for a wide range of therapeutic areas.